Generating Structured AutomationML Models from IEC 62264 Information
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Abstract—AutomationML provides a versatile modeling environment for the description of production systems. However, when starting a new AutomationML project, or when serializing existing data with the AutomationML format, there are no rules on how to structure these models in a meaningful way. In this work, we present an approach for structuring AutomationML models, based on the IEC 62264 standard. In our approach we are implementing the process of serializing IEC 62264 information declaratively, by leveraging the power of model transformations, as they are applied in the context of model-driven (software) engineering.

Index Terms—Domain Specific Language, Model Transformation, AutomationML, IEC 62264

I. INTRODUCTION

AutomationML provides a versatile environment for the modeling of role-based technical systems [1]. Its application for the description of equipment hierarchies (representing, e.g., production systems) is well described and supported by a number of role class libraries [2]. However, modeling more complex systems, including information about processes and materials such as described in [3], requires clear modeling concepts in order to keep AutomationML documents maintainable.

Recently, AutomationML e.V. has released an application recommendation for the creation of AutomationML documents that encode information in accordance with IEC 62264 [4]. IEC 62264 is an established standard for the description of manufacturing operations and their resources [5, 6]. It has been adopted from the American standard ISA-95 [7] and is considered a suitable standard for the encoding of manufacturing execution information [8]. This application recommendation is a result of discussions within the AutomationML working group that investigated application scenarios on “higher levels” of the automation hierarchy [9].

In this work, we present a format for the structuring of AutomationML information based on modeling concepts of IEC 62264. Our approach uses a graphical domain specific language for the expression of production system and manufacturing operations information, as well as formalized model transformation rules for encoding this information using language constructs of AutomationML. Technology-wise, we are using the modeling framework of the Eclipse platform as our technology stack [10], with EMF/Ecore1 as our metamodeling infrastructure.

II. IEC 62264

IEC 62264 provides a set of metamodels for the definition of several parts of a production system. The four basic kinds of resources personnel, equipment, physical assets, material are complemented with process segments and several kinds of operations information that support the definition of a variety of manufacturing approaches, including bills of material and bills of processes [5].
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1cf. https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
Personnel: “Information about specific personnel, classes of personnel, and qualifications of personnel” [5].

Equipment: “Information about specific equipment, the classes of equipment, and equipment capability tests” [5].

Physical Assets: “Information about the physical piece of equipment, usually managed as a physical asset within the enterprise often utilizing a specific serial number” [5].

Material: “Defines the actual materials, material definitions, and information about classes of material definitions” [5].

Process Segments: “A hierarchical model, in which multiple levels of abstraction of manufacturing processes may be defined because there can be multiple business processes requiring visibility to manufacturing activities” [5].

III. IEC 62264 DESIGNER

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are a tool for expressing expert knowledge using expert terminology. Methods and techniques for the definition and application of such DSLs have been investigated and developed in the context of model-driven software engineering [11]. Given its wide use in software engineering, the Meta Object Facility (MOF) has proven a viable way for constructing and using DSLs [12]. The usual approach for constructing a DSL is (i) defining a metamodel of the domain (the abstract syntax), and (ii) defining the concrete syntax to be used for describing elements of this domain. Two types of concrete syntax are common: (i) textual, and (ii) graphical. Prominent examples for graphical syntaxes are Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams, entity-relationship diagrams or diagrams created according to the business process model and notation (BPMN).

Given a metamodel describing the IEC 62264 domain, formulated using Ecore, it is relatively simple to create interactive graphical toolkits on top. Several development frameworks are available, in this work we have chosen to use Sirius\(^2\) as the visualization engine. In Sirius, the visual syntax it declaratively defined, as depicted in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the resulting visualization of an IEC 62264 equipment hierarchy. Fig. 3 shows the result of such a visualization declaration by the example of an IEC 62264 process segment.

With this tool at hand, it is relatively simple and intuitive to create a fairly complex IEC 62264 model of a production system. In its current state, the IEC 62264 Designer supports the creation and visualization of the basic resources (personnel, equipment, physical assets, material; all except for test specifications and test results), as well as process segments and operations definitions.

\(^2\)cf. https://www.eclipse.org/sirius/

IV. IEC 62264 ⇔ AUTOMATIONML

In this section we will elaborate on the conversion between IEC 62264 models and AutomationML models. Model transformations are at the core of model-driven engineering [13], as they provide the means and methods for converting data within a domain or even across domains. Different approaches have been developed for the realization of such model transformations [14], some of them sporting a unidirectional nature, others providing bi-directional semantics [15].
For our implementation we are using the ATL transformation language\textsuperscript{3}, which belongs to the group of unidirectional transformation languages. ATL is a rule-based language, where elements of different domains can be converted into one another by specifying a set of rules. Concrete examples for such rules are provided below.

In order to have a framework for bidirectional conversion, two separate transformation modules need to be developed. It might sound counter-intuitive to use two unidirectional transformation modules instead of one bidirectional transformation, however, the advantage of this approach is that the two transformations can be implemented with varying strictness. As we have mentioned earlier, we are imposing a certain structure on the AutomationML model that is generated from IEC 62264 information. Yet, this kind of structure is not mandatory, and in order to extract IEC 62264 information from an AutomationML document this structural provisions need to be neglected.

Further, we have abstracted the AutomationML language in two layers: first, we have reverse-engineered the XML schema of CAEX (Computer Aided Engineering Exchange), which provides the syntactic basis for AutomationML, into a metamodel. CAEX itself is standardized as IEC 62424 [16]. The result is a metamodel that we call CAEX XML-based. Second, we have constructed a metamodel of CAEX that represents a strictly object-oriented view on CAEX elements. Since the metamodel elements are related via associations, the metamodel represents a graph. Therefore, we call this metamodel CAEX graph-based.

For instance, the graph-based metamodel describes explicitly (within the formalisms of the modeling language) that the target of a role requirement must be a role class, as specified in a role class library. This is fundamentally different from the XML-based CAEX metamodel, where the reference to a role class is expressed as a string; and in the accompanying documentation it is stated that this string shall represent a path to a role class following a certain syntax. For a model-driven framework, the graph-based metamodel is of higher value as it enables many “out-of-the-box” features of generic modeling tools, that are not available for the XML-based metamodel due to the lack of formal definitions in several places.

As such, when we work with AutomationML data in model-driven engineering, we usually use the graph-based CAEX model, and only transform to the the XML-based CAEX model, when required. Consequently, the workflow for transforming between IEC 62264 information and the AutomationML exchange format (which corresponds to XML-based CAEX) requires an additional step, which is the transformation between the XML-based and the graph-based CAEX metamodels. The workflow, expressed in BPMN, is depicted in Fig. 4.

An example of an ATL rule for transforming graph-based internal elements into XML-based internal elements is given in Lst.1. Of course, this transformation rule is rather simple, as it mostly copies data between the two elements. The only mapping that is a little bit more complex that of the refBaseSystemUnitPath: in the graph-based model it is represented by a formal relation, called baseSystemUnit, in the XML-based model it is a string representing a path to the referenced element. This conversion is conducted in a helper method named getPath (cf. lines 12–13).

\section*{A. Transformation Rules}

We have started with a formal implementation of the mapping rules for modeling IEC 62264 information in the context of AutomationML, as it is defined in [4]. Besides the application of mandatory modeling rules, we have chosen to structure the AutomationML instance hierarchy in a semantically meaningful way that allows to quickly access required information.

\footnotesize\textsuperscript{3}cf. https://www.eclipse.org/atl/
The "entry" ATL rule of the transformation from IEC 62264 to AutomationML is given in Lst. 2: an IEC 62264 model is converted into an AutomationML document.

Listing 1. ATL rule for converting InternalElements from the graph-based metamodel (named CAEX) into InternalElementTypes of the XML-based metamodel (named AML).

```
1 rule InternalElement extends SystemUnitClass {
2    from
3        caex: CAEX!InternalElement
4    to
5        aml: AML!InternalElementType {
6            attribute <- caex.attributes,
7            externalInterface <- caex.externalInterfaces,
8            internalElement <- caex.internalElements,
9            internalLink <- caex.internalLinks,
10           refBaseSystemUnitPath <- thisModule.getPath(caex.baseSystemUnit),
11           roleRequirements <- caex.roleRequirements,
12           supportedRoleClass <- caex.supportedRoleClasses
13        }
14    }
```

Listing 2. ATL rule for converting an IEC 62264 Model into an element of type CaexFile.

```
1 rule Model2File {
2    from
3        model: IEC62264!Model
4    to
5        file: CAEX!CaexFile {
6            superiorStandardVersions <- Sequence{'AutomationML 2.10'},
7            fileName <- model.name,
8            version <- version,
9            instanceHierarchies <- hierarchy,
10           roleClassLibs <- roleClassLib,
11           systemUnitClassLibs <- systemUnitClassLib,
12        },
13        version: CAEX!Version {
14            version <- model.version,
15        },
16        sdi: CAEX!SourceDocumentInformation {
17            lastWritingDateTime <- sdi.currentDateTime(),
18        },
19    }
20 }
```

The current state of implementation supports the transformation of basic resources (personnel, equipment, physical assets, material), process segments, and resource relationship networks. Transformations are supported in both directions. Currently unsupported are the different kinds of test specifications and test results. They are to be added in future work.

B. Document Structure

The structure that we are imposing on the AutomationML document follows the categorization of the IEC 62264 standard. With respect to the instance hierarchy, we are first creating a "root" internal element that acts as a common parent for all other internal elements. Then, we are creating separate "directories" for equipment, material, process segments. A similar approach is applied to system unit class libraries and role class libraries (except for the "root" element). Fig. 5 depicts the structure we have chosen for the modeling of production systems, when following the vocabulary and definitions of IEC 62264.

We believe that this structure is as useful for IEC 62264 derived AutomationML models as it is for separately conceived models of production systems or manufacturing processes.

V. Conclusions

We have briefly described our approach for modeling IEC 62264 information in the context of AutomationML: we are deriving AutomationML documents from genuine IEC 62264 data using formal transformation rules. The resulting AutomationML document provides an internal structure that fosters clear modeling by providing separate sub-trees for different concerns, such as equipment, material, or processes.

Further, we are arguing that a dedicated view on AutomationML information that abstracts from syntactic compromises defined in the underlying CAEX XML-file format helps (i) keeping AutomationML data consistent and (ii) applying model-driven tools on AutomationML models.
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Fig. 5. AutomationML document structure, when applying IEC 62264 vocabulary and relations.


